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Innite String Rewrite Systems and Complexityy
JEAN-CAMILLE BIRGETz
Department of Computer Science, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588, U.S.A.
We study the relation between time complexity and derivation work for the word problem
of innitely presented semigroups and groups. We introduce the notion of the work of a
derivation (dened as the sum of the lengths of all the rules used in the derivation, with
multiplicity). The following results are proved:
(1)A nitely generated semigroup S has a decidable word problem i S is embeddable
into a nitely generated semigroup with a complete (i.e. confluent and terminat-
ing) presentation whose set of rewrite rules forms a nite-state sequential partial
function.
A nitely generated semigroup S has a representative function which is computable
in deterministic time  T (:)O(1) and has a linear upper bound on its length, i S is
embeddable in a semigroup with a complete presentation hA : Ri where A is nite,
R is a nite-state sequential partial function, every derivation has work  T (:)O(1),
and reduction does not increase lengths more than linearly.
(2)The word problem of a nitely generated monoid (or group) S is decidable in
nondeterministic time  T (:)O(1) i S has a (group) presentation hA : Ri where A
is nite, R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages, and the
minimum derivation work between equivalent words x; y is  T (jxj+ jyj)O(1). (This
strengthens a result of Madlener and Otto.)
We also give results that relate the deterministic computational complexity of a
representative function and the work of derivations in a nitely generated innite
presentation.
(3)Every deterministic Turing machine with time complexity O(T ) is equivalent to a
deterministic Turing machine which halts after O(T ) steps, no matter what con-
guration this machine starts in. (This is a complexity version of a theorem by
Martin Davis, which plays a key role in the connection between complexity and
string rewriting.)
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Introduction
The word problem of monoids and groups is both an algebraic and a computational
problem; this makes it a very interesting object of study. It is particularly interesting
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to characterize the decidability and complexity of the word problem, which are compu-
tational properties, by inherently algebraic properties of the (semi)groups. An example
of this is the classical Higman Embedding Theorem (Higman, 1961) which states that
a nitely generated group has a recursively enumerable word problem i this group
can be embedded into a nitely presented group. A semigroup version of this is given in
Murski (1967). The Boone{Higman theorem (Boone and Higman, 1974) and Evans’ work
(Evans, 1978) are further examples. Madlener and Otto (1985) rened the Higman Em-
bedding Theorem to characterize the Grzegorczyk (primitive recursive) hierarchy from
level E3 onward; see also Bauer and Otto (1984).
In Birget (1998) this theorem was further rened: If the word problem of a nitely
generated semigroup S belongs to NTime(T ) then S is embeddable into a nitely pre-
sented semigroup with isoperimetric function  T (:)2. Conversely, if a nitely presented
semigroup has an isoperimetric function  D(:) then all its nitely generated subsemi-
groups have their word problem in NTime(D). Thus in particular, the word problem
of S is in the complexity class NP i S is embeddable in a nitely presented semigroup
with polynomially bounded isoperimetric function. A group version of this result is being
worked out by the author, jointly with M. Sapir, E, Rips, and A. Ol’shanskii.
In the present paper we use innite presentations to characterize the complexity of
word problems. There are several reasons for working directly with innite presentations,
and there are drawbacks as well. The main drawback is that for innite presentations
the rewrite distance and the rewrite work (dened below) are not algebraic invariants:
they depend as much on the presentation as on the monoid or group presented. On the
other hand, many monoids and groups have no nite presentation; and even those with a
nite presentation do not always have a nite complete (i.e. confluent and terminating)
presentation (as proved by Squier (1987); see also Squier and Otto (1987) and Kobayashi
(1995)). If one wants to study such (semi)groups by themselves, one needs to look at
innite presentations.
main results
(1) We show that every monoid with decidable word problem is embeddable in a
monoid with a presentation that is complete and whose set of rewrite rules forms a nite-
state sequential partial function; moreover in this presentation, derivations are \ecient"
(they have low \derivation work"), compared to the best possible algorithm for the word
problem.
Bauer (1981) proved (see the outline in Appendix, Section 2) that if a nitely generated
monoid M has a decidable word problem then M is embeddable into a monoid presented
by a nite and terminating string rewrite system; this rewrite system is not complete,
however, but it is confluent when it starts with a word equivalent to an element of M. This
inspired the (still open) question of whether every monoid with decidable word problem
is embeddable in a monoid with a nite complete presentation; see Bauer (1981), Otto
(1989), Deiss (1993), the discussion at the end of the present paper, and the discussion
in Madlener and Otto (1989). However, it is known (see Kobayashi (1995)) that there
are monoids with a decidable word problem that do not admit a complete presentation
with a regular set of left-sides of the rules; so the embedding is necessary in our theorem.
(2) We show that every monoid with decidable word problem has an innite presen-
tation whose set of relations has very low complexity; in this presentation, words can
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be reduced \eciently" (in terms of \rewriting work"), compared to the best possible
algorithm for computing the reduction.
This improves on a result from Madlener and Otto (1988, Theorems 3.5 and 4.2),
who proved the following (reformulated here): Every nitely generated monoid M whose
word problem is in En (level n in the Grzegorczyk hierarchy) has an innite presentation
hA : Ri (with nite set of generators A), where the set of relations R is a context-sensitive
set (i.e. it belongs to NSpace(n)), and where the \strong derivation" distance of hA : Ri
is bounded above by a function in En. (Here a derivation is \strong" i it satises certain
constraints regarding the use of insertion rules 1 ! x in the derivation, where 1 is the
empty word; see Madlener and Otto (1988).)
We extend this result to more complexity classes, and we obtain a converse for the
extended result. We will dispose of the notion of \strong derivation", by measuring the
complexity of a derivation in a dierent way, namely by the \work" of the derivation
(dened below), which is more natural than the number of steps in the case of innite
presentations.
(3) The following result on Turing machines plays a key role: Every deterministic Tur-
ing machine with time complexity O(T ) is equivalent to a deterministic Turing machine
which halts after O(T ) steps, no matter what conguration this machine is started in.
This is a complexity version of a theorem from Davis (1956).
This paper owes a lot to the works of Madlener, Otto, and Bauer, cited above. The
proof techniques are often similar to the ones in these papers (and in Deiss (1993)).
However, we make use of nondeterminism, representative functions, and other notions;
this enables us to obtain tighter results for complexity, that have a converse; having a
converse implies that the results are optimal (for the given hypotheses). Previous results
did not allow converses, and many previous results were not concerned with complexity.
1. Denitions and Preliminary Results
We review some standard denitions, and introduce a few new ones. For the terminol-
ogy regarding presentations of monoids, monoids and groups by generators and relations,
and the word problem, see also Lyndon and Schupp (1977), Sims (1994), Madlener and
Otto (1985) and Birget (1998); for denitions and notation concerning algorithms, com-
plexity and nondeterminism, see Hopcroft and Ullman (1979), van Leeuwen (1990).
1.1. presentations
We write S = hAi when S is a monoid generated by a set A. The free monoid with
free generating set A will be denoted by A, the corresponding free semigroup by A+,
and the free group by FG(A). The empty word of A and FG(A) is denoted by 1. We
write S = hA : Ri when S has a semigroup presentation with generating set A and set of
relations R  A+ A+; then S is dened by the semigroup congruence generated by R
in A+. For a monoid presentation, (respectively a group presentation), the same notation
is used, and the situation is similar (replacing A+ by A, (resp. FG(A)), and replacing
semigroup congruence by monoid congruence, (resp. group congruence)). The context
will indicate whether we intend a presentation to be a semigroup, monoid, or group
presentation. A rule (; ) 2 A  A is usually written as  ! . We use the notation
R−1 = f(; ) : (; ) 2 Rg. A presentation hA : Ri is called symmetric i R−1 = R.
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For any presentation hA : Ri, we call hA : R [ R−1i the corresponding symmetrized
presentation.
In this paper we will only consider nitely generated (semi)groups and monoids (since
otherwise, questions of the decidability and complexity of the word problem are not well
dened; see e.g. Birget (1998)).
1.2. derivations
Let hA : Ri be a semigroup (or monoid, or group) presentation, and let x; y 2 A. A
derivation of length k, from x to y, is a sequence of words (x =)w0; w1; : : : ; wi; wi+1; : : :,
wk−1; wk(= y), such that wi+1 is obtained from wi by application of one relation of R,
for 0  i < k. We write wi ! wi+1 if wi+1 is obtained from wi by application of one rule
of R, i.e. wi and wi+1 can be written as wi = uv;wi+1 = uv, for some u; v 2 A, with
(; ) 2 R. We write x ! y i there exists a derivation (of any length, including 0) from
x to y.
We write x=
S
y (i.e. x and y are congruent) i there exists a derivation from x to y
in the symmetrized presentation hA : R [R−1i of S. The notation =
S
is unambiguous as
long as we do not consider more than one congruence on A+ (dening S) at the same
time. The equality sign \=" without any index is reserved for literal equality (in the free
monoid).
A derivation (x =)w0 ! w1 !    ! wi ! wi+1 !    ! wk(= y) is left-most i in
each step wi = uiivi ! wi+1 = uiivi the position juij where the rule (i; i) is applied
is minimal (i.e. no rule is applicable to wi further to the left), for 0  i < k. We call this
derivation greedy left-most i the derivation is left-most, and in each step i the rule that
is applied has jij maximal (i.e. no rule with a left-side longer than jij is applicable to
wi at the left-most possible position).
In a presentation hA : Ri we say that R is a partial function i no two rules in R have
the same left-side (i (; 1); (; 2) 2 R implies 1 = 2). Note that if R is a partial
function then from every word there is at most one left-most greedy derivation (of a given
derivation length).
The derivation distance between words x and y, denoted dhA:Ri(x; y), is the length
of the shortest derivation from x to y for the presentation hA : R [ R−1i, if x=
S
y; the
distance is undened when x and y are not equivalent. We view the presentation as being
symmetric in order to make the derivation distance-symmetric. The derivation distance
depends on the presentation chosen for S, but for nite presentations (of semigroups,
monoids or groups) this dependence is only linear in terms of the parameters (this is due
to Madlener and Otto (1985); see also Birget (1998), and Theorem 1.2 in the present
paper). Therefore we just write dS(x; y), where S is the semigroup (or monoid or group)
presented.
An isoperimetric function of hA : Ri is any function f : N ! N such that f(jxj +
jyj)  dhA:Ri(x; y) for all x, y with x=
S
y (i.e. f is an upper bound on the derivation
distance wherever the latter is dened). See e.g. Gersten (1992), Epstein et al. (1992),
Birget (1998). This geometric terminology will be justied in the next few paragraphs
on diagrams. The following fact is straightforward: The word problem of a semigroup
or group S is decidable i S has a total recursive isoperimetric function. (Clearly, the
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derivation distance is bounded above by a total recursive function i the word problem
is decidable.)
1.3. diagrams
The derivation distance has a nice geometric interpretation in terms of van Kampen
diagrams. We will concentrate on semigroup diagrams, introduced by Kashintsev (1970)
(see Lyndon and Schupp (1977) for the more classical group diagrams, invented by van
Kampen in the 1930s). These diagrams are now an essential tool in combinatorial group
theory, and they are becoming important in combinatorial semigroup theory too. We
follow Remmers (1980) and the textbook by Higgins (1992).
A semigroup diagram, with respect to a semigroup presentation hA : Ri, is a planar di-
rected graph embedded in the euclidean plane (endowed with the usual counter-clockwise
orientation), whose edges are labeled by elements of A, with the following two properties:
(i) each cell (i.e. a bounded face) has a boundary consisting of two maximal nonempty
directed simple paths, that have exactly two vertices in common, whose directions
(relative to the orientation of the plane) are opposite, and whose two path labels
u; v 2 A+ satisfy (u; v) 2 R;
(ii) the graph has exactly one source and one sink, which are both located on the
boundary of the unbounded (\external") face.
It follows from the denition that the boundary of the unbounded face consists of two
nonempty maximal directed paths, each of which is labeled by a word (say x, respectively
y) in A+; we say that the pair (x; y) labels the outer boundary of the semigroup diagram.
We make the convention to call the boundary path which follows a counter-clockwise
orientation, when viewed from the outer face (i.e. the path labeled by x), the \input
side" (called \left side" in Higgins (1992)); the other path y is called the \output side"
(called \right side" in Higgins (1992)). Note that diagrams are not dened for monoid
presentations (when S is a monoid it needs a semigroup presentation, where the empty
word is not used; for example, one can add a new letter for the identity element). See
Figure 1 (later in the paper).
For symmetrized presentations, the following fundamental relationship holds between
van Kampen diagrams and word problems (and derivation distance):
x=
S
y (and the derivation distance satises dhA:Ri(x; y)  k) i there exists a semigroup
diagram whose outer boundary is labeled by (x; y) (and whose area, i.e. the number of
cells, is  k).
This was proved by van Kampen for groups (see Lyndon and Schupp (1977)), and by
Kashintsev for semigroups (see Remmers (1980) and Higgins (1992)). In the group case
one does not count the free-group relations x−1x = xx−1 = 1 in the derivation distance.
This explains the term \isoperimetric function" for any function which is an upper
bound on the derivation distance: it is an upper bound on the area of a minimum-area
van Kampen diagram for a pair (x; y), as a function of its perimeter jxj+ jyj.
1.4. derivation work
The following notion seems to be new. Let hA : Ri be a semigroup presentation with
A nite (where the set of relations R can be innite). The work of a relation (u; v) 2 R is
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dened to be juj+ jvj. Intuitively, this is the amount of work one has to do to erase u and
write v. The work of a derivation x ! y is the sum of the works of the relations applied
(of course, the same relation will be counted many times if it is applied many times in
the derivation). For group presentations, the free-group relations x−1:x = x:x−1 = 1 are
not counted in the derivation work.
In a symmetric presentation hA : R [ R−1i, the work distance !(x; y) between two
congruent words x and y is the minimum work over all derivations from x to y; !(x; y)
is undened if x and y are not congruent.
The work of a derivation has a natural interpretation in terms of (group or semigroup)
van Kampen diagrams. Among the edges of a van Kampen diagram we are particularly
interested in two-face edges (that belong to the boundaries of two dierent faces, as
opposed to edges that bound only the external face on both sides of the edge), and
internal edges (that have no edge on the boundary of the external face). See Figure 1
(later in the paper).
Proposition 1.1. Let K be the van Kampen diagram corresponding to a derivation from
x to y. Then the work ! of this derivation is the number e2 of two-face edges plus the
number eint of internal edges of K : ! = e2 + eint. Hence in particular, e2  !  2e2.
Hence all derivations that have the same van Kampen diagram have the same work.
Moreover, the work of a derivation is big-O of the number of edges of the corresponding
van Kampen diagram.
(The proof of Proposition 1.1 is a simple induction on the number of faces of K.)
What makes van Kampen diagrams important is that all derivations that correspond to
the same van Kampen diagram K are similar and should not be distinguished. Usually
one can pick any convenient derivation for a xed diagram, rather than studying all
derivations. These diagrams are analogous to parse trees in context-free language theory.
1.5. confluent and terminating presentations
Let S = hA : Ri be a presentation in which R is asymmetric (that is: if (; ) 2 R then
 6=  and (; ) =2 R). This presentation is terminating i there is no innite derivation.
The presentation is locally confluent i the following holds for all words w; x; y : x  
w ! y implies that there is a word z with x ! z  y. The presentation is confluent i
x
 w ! y implies that there is a word z with x ! z  y. A presentation which is both
confluent and terminating is called complete. For terminating presentations, it is well
known that local confluence implies confluence. See for example Sims (1994), Jantzen
(1988), or Book and Otto (1993).
A reduction order is a total well-order on A which is compatible with concatenation
(see Sims (1994)). A rewrite system agrees with a strict reduction order > i the rewrite
system satises  >  for all (; ) 2 R; in that case the rewrite system is necessarily
terminating. More generally, if  is a quasi-order (reflexive and transitive) which is
compatible with concatenation, and if there are no innite strictly decreasing chains,
then we can again conclude that R is terminating (if R agrees with the corresponding
strict quasi-order >).
A classical example of a strict reduction order is the strict length-lexicographic order
<llex dened by rst ordering words by length, then strictly ordering equally long words
lexicographically (see Sims (1994)).
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In a complete presentation every word w is equivalent to a unique reduced word,
denoted red(w). The word red(w) is also called the \reduced" (or \irreducible") repre-
sentative of w.
1.6. representatives
Even for presentations that are not complete, and more generally, for congruences, one
can dene representatives of the congruence classes. Suppose that a nitely generated
semigroup (or monoid or group) is dened by a congruence  on the free semigroup A+.
(We only describe the case of semigroup presentations from now on, the other cases are
similar.)
A representative function for  is a function r : A+ ! A+ such that for all words
x; y 2 A+ : r(x)  x, and x  y i r(x) = r(y). The word r(x) is called the representative
of the word x (relative to the congruence  and the function r).
For example: If a semigroup S is dened by a congruence  on A+ and if  is a
reduction order on A+ then every congruence class has one -minimum element, called
the -minimum representative.
More generally, suppose S is generated by a nite set A1, and S is embedded into a
semigroup H generated by a nite alphabet A with A1  A (where the embedding is
induced by the identity function A1); suppose H has a representative function r. Then
we call the restriction of r to words over A1 a representative function of S in H.
1.7. complexity
The word problem is closely related to nondeterminism: First, the denition of equiva-
lence of words involves the existential quantier (there exists a derivation : : :). Secondly,
and more deeply, for a nitely generated semigroup S the nondeterministic complexity
of the word problem is polynomially related to the derivation distance, in some nitely
presented semigroup into which S is embedded (\Higman-like" embedding theorem for
nondeterministic complexity, see Birget (1998)). Unless P = NP (and more generally,
nondeterministic time is polynomially bounded by deterministic time), there can be no
such result for deterministic time. So in general it is more natural to characterize the
nondeterministic complexity of word problems. In order to obtain general results about
the deterministic complexity of word problems we will slightly change the problem, as
we will see later.
The word problem for hA : Ri has nondeterministic time complexity T (or \belongs
to the complexity class NTime(T )") i there exists a multitape nondeterministic Turing
machine with time complexity function O(T ), accepting the language fx#y : x; y 2 A
and x=
S
yg. So, on input x#y this Turing machine will have some accepting computation,
of length O(T (jxj+ jyj)), i x=
S
y.
For the algebraic study of word problems it is important that the nondeterministic
time complexity is an algebraic invariant of nitely generated semigroups or groups
(up to a linear change in the parameters); the deterministic time complexity and the
space complexity are also invariants. This was proved in Madlener and Otto (1985) (for
the Grzegorczyk hierarchy, but the same proof works in general, see Birget (1998)). In
particular, the decidability of the word problem is an algebraic invariant (independently
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of the nite set of generators and the congruence that denes the group or semigroup);
this is well known (see Lyndon and Schupp (1977)).
We will use the parallel complexity class AC0. This class consists of the problems
that can be solved by constant-depth polynomial-size boolean circuits whose gates have
nite but unbounded fan-in (with \uniformity conditions"); see van Leeuwen (1990) for
a detailed denition. AC0 is a strict subclass of DSpace(log), which itself is a subclass
of P (deterministic polynomial time). AC0 corresponds to very low complexity; it does
not contain all the nite-state languages, but it does contain the language fw#w : w 2
fa; bgg (so the problem of checking equality of words is in AC0), and also the language
fw#wrev : w 2 fa; bgg (\palindromes" with a center marker).
We will also use the class DTime(linear) (also denoted DTime(n)). Yet another class
that will show up is the set of languages that are the intersection of two deterministic
context-free languages; this is a subclass of DTime(n). \Deterministic context-free lan-
guage" will be abbreviated by DCFL. It is an important fact that the set of all accepting
computations of a one-tape Turing machine can be represented as the intersection of two
DCFLs (see Hopcroft and Ullman (1979), Section 8.6). For a set R  A+ A+, we will
say that \R is the intersection of two DCFLs" i the language fx#y : (x; y) 2 Rg is the
intersection of two DCFLs (where # is a new symbol =2 A).
Functions T used as complexity bounds are assumed to be positive (i.e. T (n) is a
positive integer for all n > 0), and superadditive (i.e. T (n + m)  T (n) + T (m), for all
n;m). These assumptions imply that T is also strictly increasing. All the functions that
are traditionally used as complexity bounds in the analysis of algorithms satisfy these
assumptions.
1.8. complexity of partial functions
For a (partial) function f : A+ ! A+ the deterministic time-complexity can be dened
in various (nonequivalent) ways. The rst denition is fairly standard (see van Leeuwen
(1990)); the other ones are less standard.
(1) A partial function f belongs to the class F-DTime(T ) (or has functional determin-
istic time-complexity T ) i there is a deterministic Turing machine which, for every input
x 2 A+, outputs f(x) (or goes to a reject state if f(x) is undened) after a computation
of duration O(T (jxj)). So here T uses only the input-length jxj as a parameter.
An important special case is the class FP, which is the union of all the classes F-
DTime(p) as p ranges over the set of all polynomials.
(2) A partial function f belongs to the class I/O-DTime(T ) (or has input{output
deterministic time-complexity T ) i there is a deterministic Turing machine which, for
every input x 2 A+, outputs f(x) after a computation of duration O(T (jxj+ jf(x)j)), or
goes to a reject state after O(T (jxj)) steps if f(x) is undened. The dierence with (1)
is that here T uses the combined input{output length jxj+ jf(x)j as a parameter.
In particular, I/O-DTime(linear) is dened as above, by taking T (jxj + jf(x)j) =
jxj+ jf(x)j when x is in the domain of f ; the time is O(jxj) when x is outside the domain
of f .
(3) A partial function f belongs to the class DTime(T ) (or has deterministic time-
complexity T , as a language) i the language fx#f(x) : x 2 A+g belongs to DTime(T ),
where # is a new letter =2 A. Since here the input is x#f(x), the parameter of T is
jx#f(x)j. The dierence between this and (2) is that now the Turing machine has both
x and f(x) available at the beginning of its computation (and works deterministically
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when it knows both; the machine \veries" that the given word f(x) is indeed the image
of x).
1.9. complexity of representative functions
If S has a representative function in F-DTime(T ), with respect to some congruence
, then the word problem of S is in DTime(T ) (since x  y i r(x) = r(y)). In the
study of deterministic complexity we will replace the word problem by the problem of
computing a representative function r(x).
Note that a nitely generated semigroup S has a decidable word problem i S admits
a representative function which is total recursive. (The implication ( is trivial; for the
implication), observe that the llex-minimum representative function is total recursive
when the word problem is decidable.)
Interestingly, the existence of representative functions with certain deterministic func-
tional and input{output complexities is an algebraic invariant of a nitely generated
semigroup; this extends the invariance of the complexity of the word problem, proved in
Madlener and Otto (1985).
We will make the following (standard) use of the big-O notation: If T is a function
then T (O(:)) denotes the class of all functions f : N! N such that f(n)  T (c n) for all
n (where c is a \constant" which does not depend on n but depends on f). Accordingly,
F-DTime(T (O(:))) is the union of all F-DTime(f) as f ranges over T (O(:)).
Theorem 1.1. Algebraic invariance of representative functions and of
their complexity. Let S be a nitely generated semigroup which is dened by two
semigroup congruences 1 (over a nite alphabet A1) and 2 (over a nite alphabet
A2). Suppose that r1 is a representative function for 1 and suppose that r1 belongs to
the complexity class F-DTime(T ) (or I/O-DTime(T )). We assume that the function T
is increasing and satises T (n)  n for all n.
Then there exists a representative function r2 for 2 such that r2 belongs to F-
DTime(T (O(:))), respectively I/O-DTime(T (O(:))). Moreover, if the function l1 is an
upper bound on the length of r1 (i.e. jr1(x)j  l1(jxj) for all x 2 A+1 ), then jr2(y)j 
c2  l1(c1:jyj) for all y 2 A+2 (where c1 and c2 are constants).
Proof. Since both 1 and 2 dene semigroups isomorphic to S, there are isomor-
phisms i1 : A+1 =1 ! S and i2 : A+2 =2 ! S. We denote the equivalence class of x for
i by [x]i for i = 1, 2. For every letter a1 2 A1 we choose a word ’2(a1) 2 A+2 such
that a1 and ’2(a1) are \equivalent in S", i.e. i1([a1]1) = i2([’2(a1)]2) 2 S. Similarly, for
every letter a2 2 A2 we choose ’1(a2) 2 A+1 such that i2([a2]2) = i1([’1(a2)]1) 2 S. We
extend the functions ’1 and ’2 to homomorphisms, which we also call ’1 (from A+2 to
A+1 ), respectively ’2 (from A
+
1 to A
+
2 ).
We now dene the representative function r2 of 2 as follows:
r2(y) = ’2r1’1(y); for all y 2 A+2 :
From this denition we immediately conclude that jr2(y)j  c2  l1(c1  jyj), where l1 is as
in the theorem; the constants c1 and c2 are given by c1 = maxfj’1(a2)j : a2 2 A2g, and
c2 = maxfj’2(a1)j : a1 2 A1g. Let us prove next that r2 is a representative function for
2.
Proof that r2(y) 2 y for all y 2 A+2 : By denition of ’2 we have (i2([r2(y)]2)=)
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i2([’2r1’1(y)]2) = i1([r1’1(y)]1); since r1 is a representative function we also have
i1([r1’1(y)]1) = i1([’1(y)]1); and by the denition of ’1 we have i1([’1(y)]1) = i2([y]2).
Altogether this yields i2([r2(y)]2) = i2([y]2), hence r2(y) 2 y.
Proof that r2(x) = r2(y) implies x 2 y: This follows from the property we just proved,
by transitivity of 2.
Proof that x 2 y implies r2(x) = r2(y): From x 2 y it follows that ’1(x) 1 ’1(y),
hence r1’1(x) = r1’1(y); by applying ’2 we obtain (r2(x) =)’2r1’1(x) = ’2r1’1(y)(=
r2(y)):
Proof that r2 belongs to F-DTime(T (O(:))), respectively to I/O-DTime(T (O(:))):
Given a deterministic Turing machine M1 computing r1 in time T , we construct a
deterministic Turing machine M2 for r2 as follows: On input x2, M2 rst computes
’1(x2) (in time  c1  jx2j). Then it simulates M1 on ’1(x2) to compute r1’1(x2). In
the \F-case" this takes time  T (j’1(x2)j)  T (c1  jx2j). In the \I/O-case" this takes
time  T (j’1(x2)j + jr1’1(x2)j)  T (c1  jx2j + jr2(x2)j); the second \" holds since
jr1’1(x2)j  j’2r1’1(x2)j(= jr2(x2)j) because ’2 is non-erasing. Finally, M2 computes
’2r1’1(x2)(= r2(x2)), which takes time j’2r1’1(x2)j; in the \I/O-case" we simply ob-
serve that this time is = jr2(x2)j; in the \F-case" we have j’2r1’1(x2)j  c2  jr1’1(x2)j 
c2  T (c1  jx2j), since here the output-length is bounded by the time complexity.2
1.10. universally halting Turing machines
The following result from Davis (1956) about Turing machines is important for word
problems, and played a critical role in Madlener and Otto (1985), Bauer and Otto (1984),
and Bauer (1981): If a deterministic Turing machine M always eventually halts when
started in an input conguration, then M is equivalent to a deterministic Turing machine
M0 that always eventually halts, no matter what conguration M0 starts in. Such a Turing
machine is said to be universally halting.
An input conguration of a Turing machine is of the form ¢q0w$, with all other tapes
blank, where w is a word over the input alphabet; see Appendix A1 for more details
about Turing machines.
By denition, two Turing machines are equivalent i they accept the same language
(in the case of acceptors), or have the same input{output function (in the case of trans-
ducers).
We introduce a stronger form of the theorem by Davis, by strengthening the proof in
such a way that time-complexity is preserved.
Theorem 1.2. Let M be a deterministic Turing machine with time-complexity T , i.e.
M halts after  T (jwj) steps when started on any input conguration ¢q0w$. Then M is
equivalent to a deterministic Turing machine M0 that always halts after O(T (jCj)) steps,
no matter what conguration C the machine M0 starts in.
M is also equivalent to a deterministic one-tape Turing machine M01 that always halts
after O(T (jC1j)2) steps, no matter what conguration C1 the machine M01 starts in.
Moreover, in a rejecting conguration the tape is empty. And in an accepting computation
with input x and output y, every conguration is at least as long as 3 + minfjxj; jyjg.
In addition M0 has the following property: All tapes (except the output tape) are empty
at the end of every computation.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is given in Appendix A3.
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1.11. rational presentations
A presentation hA : Ri, with A nite, is rational i R is a rational subset of A A.
A standard reference on rational subsets of monoids and on nite transducers is Berstel
(1979); let us give a short and incomplete description of these notions now. By denition,
a subset L of A  A is rational i L has a rational (also called \regular") expression
over the generating set A  f1g [ f1g  A of A  A. Equivalently, R is accepted
by a nondeterministic nite transducer: (x; y) 2 R i on input x the transducer has
some accepting computation with output y. We say that an output y is \valid" i the
computation that produces y as an output ends in an accept state. A nondeterministic
nite transducer is a machine (Q; A; ; q0;F) where Q is the set of states, A is the input{
output alphabet, q0(2 Q) is the start state, F( Q) is the set of accept states, and
  QA QA is the transition relation; Q, A, and  are assumed nite.
As a special case of rational subsets of AA we have the nite-state sequential (par-
tial) functions; those are the input{output (partial) functions of nite transducers that
are deterministic (in the strong sense: the input x determines at most one computation);
they are also called \sequential machines", or \Mealy machines". See Section IV.2 in
Berstel (1979). Compare also with Hopcroft and Ullman (1979), Section 2.7; our sequen-
tial machines are a little more general than those in Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) since
we also use accept states; an output is only valid if the state reached is an accept state.
Note that if R is a rational subset of A  A then the rst projection of R (called
\the domain" or \the set of left-sides" of R) is a regular language; in the literature on
string rewriting, a rewrite system is often called \regular" if the set of left-sides of R is
a regular language. This is a weaker constraint than rationality of R.
2. Embedding into Complete Rational Presentations
In this section we give a Higman-like embedding theorem for semigroups, in order
to characterize deterministic time-complexity (and decidability). It is an open question
whether every nitely generated semigroup with decidable word problem is embeddable
into a complete nite string rewrite system; see the beginning of the Introduction and
Section 4. In this section we deal only with semigroup presentations.
Recall that we assume that complexity bounds T are positive and superadditive (and
total recursive).
Theorem 2.1. (a) Assume a nitely generated semigroup S is embeddable into a nitely
generated semigroup H1 with the following property: H1 has a representative function r1
which belongs to F-DTime(T ), and which satises jr1(x)j  O(jxj), for all words x. (S
and H1 could be the same.) Then S can be embedded into a semigroup H which has a
complete presentation hA : Ri, where A is nite and R is a rational partial function, and
where every derivation x ! red(x) has work  jxj  T (O(jxj))2; in addition, jred(x)j 
O(jxj).
Moreover, S can be embedded into a nitely generated semigroup H which has a com-
plete presentation hA : Ri, where A is nite and R is a nite-state sequential partial
function, and where every derivation x ! red(x) has work  jxj T (O(jxj))3; in addition,
jred(x)j  O(jxj).
(b) Conversely, suppose a nitely generated semigroup S can be embedded into a nitely
generated semigroup H (which might be S itself), which has a complete and rational
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presentation in which every derivation x ! red(x) has work W (jxj); we assume that the
bound W (:) is a total recursive function satisfying W (n)  n. Then H has a representative
function with complexity F-DTime(W ), and S has a representative function in H, with
complexity F-DTime(W (O(:))).
Observe that the assumptions on r1 in Theorem 2.1(a) are algebraically invariant, i.e.
they are an intrinsic property of S (by Theorem 1.2).
Corollary 2.1. (Decidable word problem) The following are equivalent for a
nitely generated semigroup S:
 S has a decidable word problem;
 S is embeddable into a nitely generated semigroup with a complete rational pre-
sentation;
 S is embeddable into a nitely generated semigroup with a complete presentation
hA : Ri whose set of relations R is a nite-state sequential partial function.
The assumption in Theorem 2.1 that the length of r1 be linearly bounded is often
satised in the examples considered in the literature (see e.g. Bauer and Otto (1984),
Sims (1994)).
More generally, in the proof of the theorem we shall see (Lemma 2.4):
If there is a superadditive function l1 such that jr1(x)j  l1(jxj), then the work in
Theorem 2.1(a) is  jxj  T (l1(jxj))2 or jxj  T (l1(jxj))3; moreover jred(x)j  l1(jxj) 
T (jxj).
Hence, when T ranges over all polynomials the restriction \jr1(x)j  O(jxj)" can be
dropped. So we have the following characterization of deterministic polynomial time
complexity of representative functions (the class FP):
Corollary 2.2. (Deterministic polynomial time) For any nitely generated semi-
group S the following are equivalent:
 S is embeddable into a nitely generated semigroup H1 that has a representative
belonging to FP;
 S is embeddable into a complete presentation hA : Ri with A nite and R a rational
subset of A+A+, such that every derivation x ! red(x) in hA : Ri has polynomially
bounded work.
Proof of Theorem 2.1(a). If H1 embeds into H then S automatically embeds into
H. Let H1 be dened by a congruence 1 on A+1 where A1 is a nite alphabet, and let
r1 be a representative function for 1. Let M = (Q;Γ; ¢; $; ; q0; qf) be a deterministic
Turing machine computing r1(x) on input x in time  T (jxj). See Appendix A1 for more
details about Turing machines. The start conguration on input x is ¢q0x$ (with all
other tapes blank); at the end of the computation of M on input x the conguration
is ¢qfr1(x)$ (with all other tapes blank). By Theorem 1.3, we may assume that M is
universally halting, and that the time-complexity bound O(T ) always holds, no matter
what conguration M starts in.
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We rst prove the sequential function part of the theorem. We convert the multi-
tape Turing machine M into a one-tape Turing machine M1 = (Q1;Γ1; ¢; $; 1; q0;1; qf;1),
according to a classical construction (Appendix A2). By Theorem 1.3 we may assume
that M1 is universally halting, and the time-complexity of M1 is  O(T (jC1j)2), no
matter what the initial conguration C1 of M1 is.
We embed H1 into the semigroup H with the following presentation hA : Ri:
Generators: A = Q1 [ Γ1 [ f¢; $g.
Relations: R = fC ! C0 : C and C0 are congurations of M1 and C0 is reachable
from C by one transition of M1g [ f¢qf;1x$¢qf;1y$! ¢q0;1xy$ : x; y 2 A+1 g.
The embedding of H1 into H is induced by the following map on the generators:
a 2 A1 ! ¢q0;1a$ 2 A+:
The work of a rule C! C0 is jCj+ jC0j  2:jCj+ 1, since C0 has at most one more letter
than C.
The presentation of H is intuitive, and based on the same general idea as in Murski
(1967), Bauer (1981, 1985) and Deiss (1993), but much simpler. The embedding is similar
to the one in Murski (1967) and Birget (1998), and to the representation map in Deiss
(1993) (and simpler than in Bauer (1985)). The dierence is in the result itself and in
the proof (where computational complexity and work distance play a major role), in the
proof of a converse, in the innity of the presentation (which simplies the presentation
but leads to rationality and complexity issues), and in the Turing machine (universally
halting with the same time complexity). Also, in Deiss (1993) and Bauer (1981) the
embedding is the identity on the generators, which is not the case in our construction;
however, this property could easily be introduced in our construction (without changing
other properties), by adding new generators into H via a Tietze transformation (see
Lemma 2.5).
In the following claims we prove all the properties stated in the theorem. To simplify
the notation, from now on we will write q0 and qf instead of q0;1 and qf;1; it will be clear
from the context that we are talking about states of M1.
Claim. The set of relations R of H is a nite-state sequential partial function.
Proof. Recall that a sequential machine has accept states; an output is only valid if it
is produced by a computation that ends in an accept state.
The set f(¢qfx$¢qfy$; ¢q0xy$) : x; y 2 A+1 g is obviously a nite-state sequential func-
tion. For the set f(C;C0) : C and C0 are congurations of M1 and C0 is reachable from C
by one transition of M1g, we have to look at each of the four dierent kinds of transitions
that a one-tape Turing machine is capable of (see Appendix A1). A conguration C has
the form ¢uqv$. A deterministic sequential machine can be constructed, which on input
C outputs C0 (by remembering the last few letters of C, and applying a rule). The details
are straightforward.2
Claim. The rewrite system R is complete. Thus, every word x 2 A+ has a unique reduced
representative red(x) relative to R.
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Proof. Recall that we assume that M1 is deterministic and that its accept state qf is a
sink (Appendix A1).
(1) We rst show local confluence, by the straightforward method consisting of showing
that when two left-sides of rules of R overlap in a word then the two words derived this
way have a common descendant (see Sims (1994); Jantzen (1988) and Book and Otto
(1993)).
Two rules of the form ¢u1q1v1$! ¢u01q01v01$ and ¢u2q2v2$! ¢u02q02v02$ cannot overlap,
unless their left-sides are identical; but in that case, the right-sides are also identical, by
the determinism of M1.
Two rules, one of the form ¢u1q1v1$! ¢u01q01v01$ and the other of the form ¢qfx$¢qfy$
! ¢q0xy$ cannot overlap, since qf is a sink state.
The only remaining possibility is an overlap of the following form (where x; y; z 2 A+1 ) :
¢q0xy$¢qfz$ ¢qfx$¢qfy$¢qfz$! ¢qfx$¢q0yz$.
Then, for the left branch of the derivation there exists a derivation ¢q0xy$¢qfz$ ! ¢qfr1
(xy)$¢qfz$ ! ¢q0r1(xy)  z$ ! ¢qfr1(r1(xy)  z)$. Similarly, for the right branch of the
derivation there exists a derivation ¢qfx$¢q0yz$ ! ¢qfx$¢qfr1(yz)$ ! ¢q0x  r1(yz)$ !
¢qfr1(xr1 (yz))$. The result is the same in both cases since r1(r1(xy)z) = r1(xr1(yz)) =
r1(xyz).
(2) Next we show that R is terminating. When a derivation starts from a word x, there
will be less than jxj applications of \restart rules" of the form ¢qfx$¢qfy$ ! ¢q0xy$.
Indeed, a restart rule decreases the number of occurrences of ¢ and $ in a word (and no
rule increases these numbers).
Before, between, and after applications of restart rules, the derivation uses \transi-
tion rules" of the form C ! C0 where C and C0 are congurations of M1. Since M1
is universally halting, there cannot be an innite sequence of applications of transition
rules.2
The upper bound on the derivation work given in Theorem 2.1(a) will follow from the
more general Lemma below.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose the representative function r1 of H1 belongs to F-DTime(T ) and
satises jr1(x)j  l1(jxj), where T and l1 are superadditive and positive. Then every
derivation x ! red(x) in H has work  O(jxj  T (l1(jxj))3); moreover jred(x)j  l1(jxj).
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Consider any derivation x ! red(x), with work !. We dene the
following factorization of x: rst we pick all subsegments of x of the form ¢$ that are
congurations of M1 (in particular,  does not contain ¢ nor $); after marking these
subsegments as factors, we pick the remaining maximal subsegments as factors. Since
words of the form ¢$ (where  does not contain ¢ nor $) never overlap, this factorization
of x is unique. Factors of the rst type are called \conguration factors", and factors of
the second type are called \junk factors".
We will prove the Lemma by induction on the length of x. When x has length 0, 1, or
2, the Lemma is obvious. Suppose now jxj > 2.
From the denition of the rewrite system R one sees that when a rule is applied
to a word, no junk factor is modied. Similarly, a rejecting conguration factor (i.e. a
conguration to which no transition of M1 can be applied, and which is not an accepting
conguration) can never be modied. Thus, if x can be factored as x = v1zv2 where z is
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a junk factor of x or a rejecting conguration, and v1, v2 are products of other factors
of x (or empty), then red(x) = red(v1)zred(v2). By induction, the work of our derivation
x
! red(x) is ! = !1 + !2  c  (jv1j  T (l1(jv1j))3 + jv2j  T (l1(jv2j))3), where !1 (resp.
!2) is the work involved in deriving red(v1) from v1 (resp. red(v2) from v2) as part of
our derivation x ! red(x), and where c > 0 is a constant. Hence, since the functions l1(:)
and n T (n)3 are superadditive, !  c  (jv1v2j T (l1(jv1v2j))3)  c  (jxj T (l1(jxj))3). For
the length we have jred(x)j = jred(v1)j + jzj + jred(v2)j, hence by induction, jred(x)j 
l1(jv1j) + jzj + l1(jv2j)  l1(jxj), where the latter inequality uses superadditivity and
positivity of l1(:).
We are left with the case where x is a product of conguration factors, none of which
is rejecting. If one of these factors is a conguration which, according to the transi-
tions of M1, leads to a rejecting conguration, then we are again in the previous case:
red(x) = red(v1)zred(v2), where z is a reject conguration, so jzj is a constant (in a reject
conguration the tape is empty, by Theorem 1.3). The rest of the reasoning is similar.
Finally, we consider the case where all factors of x are congurations that lead to
accept congurations: x = C1 : : :Ck, where each Ci is a conguration that is eventually
rewritten to ¢qfwi$ during our derivation (for some reduced word wi = r1(wi) 2 A+1 ; 1 
i  k). Some neighboring factors ¢qfwi$¢qfwi+1$ are eventually rewritten to ¢q0wiwi+1$,
then rules corresponding to transitions of M1 are applied to this, etc. Thus in the end,
red(x) = ¢qfr1(w1 : : : wk)$. So, for the length we have jred(x)j = 3 + jr1(w1 : : : wk)j 
3 + l1(jw1j+ : : :+ jwkj)  3 + l1(jC1j − 3 + : : :+ jCkj − 3); the last inequality holds since
j¢qfwi$j  jCij by Theorem 1.3. And by superadditivity (and since k  1), 3 + l1(jC1j −
3 + : : :+ jCkj − 3) = 3 + l1(jxj − 3k)  l1(jxj). The work of our derivation x ! red(x) is
bounded as follows in this case. \Restart rules" of the form ¢qfw0$¢qfw00$ ! ¢q0w0w00$
are applied less than jxj times (since such a rule decreases the number of occurrences of
¢ and $). So we still need to show that between applications of restart rules the work is
 c0  T (l1(jxj))3, for some constant c0.
Every time an accepting conguration is reached, this conguration will have the form
¢qfr1(wi : : : wj)$ (with 1  i  j  k), and we have jr1(wi : : : wj)j  l1(jwi : : : wj j). Thus,
when a restart rule is applied we always obtain a start conguration of length  l1(jxj).
Therefore the subsequent work on this factor (until the next application of a restart rule)
corresponds to the computation of M1 on this factor, and takes time  c1T (l1(jxj))2 and
space  c2T (l1(jxj)), hence work  c1c2T (l1(jxj))3, for constants c1, c2.
So the total work of our derivation x ! red(x) in this case is O(jxj  T (l1(jxj))3).2
Claim. The function e : x 2 A+1 ! ¢q0x$ 2 A+ induces an embedding (i.e. an injective
homomorphism) of H1 into H.
Proof. First we show that e induces a function from H1 to H, by showing that if
x; y 2 A+1 are equivalent in H1 then e(x) and e(y) are equivalent in H. Indeed, if x and
y are equivalent in H1 then r1(x) = r1(y); moreover, transitions of M1 give derivations
e(x) = ¢q0x$ ! ¢qfr1(x)$ = ¢qfr1(y)$  ¢q0y$ = e(y).
To show that e is a homomorphism we show that for all words x; y 2 A+1 , the word
¢q0x$¢q0y$ is equivalent (in H) to the word ¢q0xy$. Indeed, in H we have the derivations
¢q0x$¢q0y$ ! ¢qfr1(x)$¢qfr1(y)$! ¢q0r1(x)r1(y)$ ! ¢qfr1(r1(x)r1(y))$, and this last
word is identical to ¢qfr1(xy)$ since r1 is a representative function; on the other hand,
we also have ¢q0xy$ ! ¢qfr1(xy)$.
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To show injectiveness of the homomorphism, we show that if e(x) and e(y) are equiv-
alent in H then x and y are equivalent in H1. Indeed, if ¢q0x$ and ¢q0y$ are equivalent
in H then by the completeness of the presentation of H (which we already proved), there
exists w 2 A+ such that ¢q0x$ !w  ¢q0y$, where in addition, w is reduced. On the
other hand, ¢q0x$ ! ¢qfr1(x)$ and ¢qfr1(x)$ is also reduced relative to our presentation
of H. Thus w = ¢qfr1(x)$; similarly, w = ¢qfr1(y)$. Thus, ¢qfr1(x)$ and ¢qfr1(y)$ are
identical words, so r1(x) = r1(y), hence x and y are equivalent in H1.2
This completes the proof of the sequential-function part of Theorem 2.1.
We prove next that if one changes the presentation one can decrease the work of all
derivations x ! red(x) to be  jxj  T (O(jxj))2. However this bears a cost, as the set
of relations is now a rational partial function (instead of the more special nite-state
sequential function).
We embed H1 into a semigroup H = hA : Ri; we keep the same notation as before,
although H and R are now dierent. This will not cause any confusion since we will no
longer refer to the notation of the sequential-function case.
Recall that the representative function r1 of H1 is computed by a k-tape universally
halting deterministic Turing machine M = (Q;Γ; ¢; $; ; q0; qf), with time complexity
O(T ). Let M1 = (Q1;Γ1; ¢; $; 1; q1;0; q1;f) be the corresponding one-tape machine, as in
Appendix A2.
The semigroup H has the following presentation:
Generators: A = Q1 [ Γ1 [ f¢; $g.
Relations: R = fC ! C0 : C and C0 are congurations of M1 that represent
congurations of M, and C0 is reachable from C by the simulation of one transition
of M (i.e. by one simulating double sweep of M1)g [ f¢qf;1x$¢qf;1y$ ! ¢q0;1xy$ :
x; y 2 A+1 g.
The embedding of H1 into H is induced by the following map on the generators:
a 2 A1 ! ¢q0;1a$ 2 A+:
To simplify the notation, we will again write q0 and qf instead of q0;1 and qf;1; it will
be clear from the context that we are talking about states of M1.
Claim. The set of relations R is a rational partial function.
Proof. The set f(¢qfx$¢qfy$; ¢q0xy$) : x; y 2 A+1 g  A  A is rational. Indeed,
it is the homomorphic image of the regular language ¢#A+1 £A+1 $ (over the alphabet
A[f£;#g, where £;# are new symbols not in A), under the homomorphism which maps
a 2 A to (a; a);# to (qf;1; q0;1), and £ to ($¢qf;1; 1). (Recall that 1 denotes the empty
word.)
Since the union of rational sets is rational, we only need to show that the set f(C;C0) : C
and C0 are congurations of M1 that : : :g is rational. We construct a nondeterministic
transducer for this set as follows:
The transducer will reject any input which is not a conguration of M1 representing a
conguration of M; no output is produced in that case. Clearly, the words over Q1[Γ1[
f¢; $g that represent congurations of M form a regular language (see the multi-tape to
one-tape conversion).
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On an input C which represents a conguration of M, the transducer rst guesses
a transition of M, then reads C to check whether the guessed transition is applicable,
applies the transition at the same time, and outputs the new conguration. If C is not a
conguration of M or the guessed transition is not applicable to C, the transducer goes
to a reject state; thus the output will not be valid. So, for this transducer there exists at
least one accepting computation in which it produces the next conguration C0 of M, if C
is a conguration of M; and the transducer never produces a wrong next conguration.2
Claim. The rewrite system R is complete.
Proof. The proof is the same as in the case where R is a sequential function.2
Claim. In the rewrite system R, every derivation x ! red(x) has work  jxj T (O(jxj))2;
moreover jred(x)j  l1(jxj).
Proof. The proof is almost the same as in the case where R is a sequential function.
The only dierence is that M has time-complexity T (:) whereas M1 has time-complexity
T (:)2. The new rewrite system R carries out one transition of M in one rule, whereas
the previous rewrite system carried out one transition of M1 in one rule. This leads to a
derivation work  jxj  T (O(jxj))2 instead of jxj  T (O(jxj))3.2
Claim. The function e : x 2 A+1 ! ¢q0x$ 2 A+ induces an embedding (i.e. an injective
homomorphism) of H1 into H.
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as before.2
Proof of Theorem 2.1(b):
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a nitely generated semigroup that is embeddable in a nitely
generated semigroup H; suppose H has a representative function r in F-DTime(T ). Then
S has a representative function r1 in H, with complexity F-DTime(T (O(:))).
Proof. Let A be the set of generators of H and let fs1; : : : ; smg  A+ be representatives
of a nite set of generators of S. Let us pick a new alphabet B = fb1; : : : ; bmg of size
m, disjoint from A; then hA [ B : R [ fb1 ! s1; : : : ; bm ! smgi is a presentation of H
(Tietze transformation). Let ’ : B+ ! A+ be the homomorphism induced by the map
bi ! si(i = 1; : : : ;m). This gives us a representative function r1 : B+ ! A+ of S in H,
dened by r1(x) = r(’(x)); clearly, r1 belongs to F-DTime(T (O(:))) if the function r
belongs to F-DTime(T ).2
So, to prove Theorem 2.1(b) it is sucient to prove that the reduction function red(:)
of H belongs to F-DTime(W ). As is often the case in similar situations (e.g. in the
Proposition 3.3.b and Appendix A3), a complexity upper-bound of O(W (:)2) would be
much easier to prove than the bound O(W ) that we will prove now.
When a rewrite system is simulated by a Turing machine, one problem is that rewrite
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rules are usually not length-preserving, whereas the Turing machine tapes cannot stretch
or shrink (except for insertion/deletion of one letter near the right endmarker). However,
a simple way to build a Turing machine with \rubber tapes" is to replace each tape by
two stacks (cut each tape at the position of the head and view each part of the tape as
a stack). See Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) and Birget (1998).
Let H = hA : Ri be a complete rational presentation with A nite. Let MR =
(Q; A; ; q0;F) be a nondeterministic nite transducer which computes R; i.e. (x; y) 2 R
i on input x there is some accepting computation with output y. Here Q is the set of
states, A is the input{output alphabet, q0 is the start state, F is the set of accept states,
and   Q  A  Q  A is the transition relation. We will construct a deterministic
Turing machine M which on input x computes red(x) in time  W (jxj). An important
part of M is a variant of the subset construction (see Hopcroft and Ullman (1979)) which
simulates MR deterministically in order to nd subsegments of x that are left-sides of
rules in R.
On input x the Turing machine M proceeds as follows:
M reads the input x = x1 : : : xn (where each xi is a letter 2 A), from left to right
and after reading any prex x1 : : : xi of x, M wants to know if any sux of x1 : : : xi is a
left-side of a rule. For this purpose, M computes the set of states that MR reaches when
it reads this input. Moreover, at every step, M starts a new simulation of MR; thus,
after reading x1 : : : xi, M remembers a collection of sets of states of MR, one set for each
starting position of a simulation: after reading x1 : : : xi the collection of sets remembered
by M is
ffq0g; (q0; xi); (q0; xi−1xi); : : : ; (q0; x2 : : : xi−1xi); (q0; x1x2 : : : xi−1xi)g:
Note that there are  22jQj dierent such collections (a nite number). At position i,
the corresponding collection is written on the tape. As soon as an accept state (2 F)
appears in a set of the collection, M concludes that a sux of x1 : : : xi (the input read
so far) is the left-side (let us call it 1) of a rule of R. Now M marks this position and
backtracks on the tape to nd the beginning of 1. It does this by using the accept state
found, and reading x1 : : : xi backwards while applying the transitions of MR in reverse,
until the start state of MR is reached. Now the beginning of 1 has been found.
Next, M simulates MR to compute any output 1 with input 1; see the Proposition
in Appendix A4 for a way to do this deterministically in linear time. In the process, 1
is replaced by 1 on the tape (we use rubber tapes, as explained earlier).
Now M places its head at the left end of 1 and resumes the simulation of MR and the
computation of the collection of state sets at each position; the search for the next rule
need not start left of 1 because the state collections that were written on the tape to
the left of 1 are still correct. The next left-side of a rule 2 ! 2 is found in the same
way as for the rst rule, and so on.
In summary, M repeatedly executes a loop consisting of: (1) a search phase for the
right end of the left-side k of the next rule k ! k, to be applied; and (2) a rewrite
phase (in which the left end of k is found, and k is replaced by k; the head is then
placed at the left end of k). M continues this way until no rules apply anymore. By
completeness of the rewrite system R, the resulting word is now reduced, i.e. it is the
word red(x). The Turing machine M is similar to the one in Section 2 of O’Dunlaing
(1983); however in O’Dunlaing (1983) the hypotheses are more restrictive (the range of
R is nite, which simplies the construction), and the conclusions are much stronger
than they could possibly be here.
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Let us analyse the time-complexity of the Turing machine M. Let (k ! k : k =
1; : : : ; N) be the entire sequence of rules of R that the machine applies, starting with
input x, to derive red(x). Let !k = jkj + jkj be the work of the kth rule. The total
time of the computation is the total time to search (for the positions of the right end
of each k), plus the total time to nd the left end of each k and to perform the
rewriting for each rule k ! k. The total time to nd the left ends of all the k’s is
Pk jkj Pk !k W (jxj); and the total rewriting time is proportional to the rewrite
work, thus it is O(
P
k !k)  O(W (jxj)).
Let us calculate the total search time for nding the position of the right end of each
k+1(0  k < N). To nd the right end of k+1 the machine will start at the left end
of k, and read a string γk+1 consisting of a prex of k, or perhaps all of k, followed
perhaps by portions of previously written i’s (i < k), followed perhaps by a portion of
the input x.
We claim that every letter in the string γk+1 is read once in the search phase, before
it is rewritten (the tape positions of γk+1 might be re-visited in a later search phase, but
some rewriting will have happened at these positions before the next search): Indeed, if
a letter of γk+1 is to the left of k+1, it will not be visited again during a search phase,
until it is rewritten (because the state set collection on such a letter is still valid); if a
letter of γk+1 is within k+1 then it will be rewritten (as k+1 is replaced by k+1).
Moreover, γk+1 consists of substrings of some i’s, i  k, (and of x) that are searched
once and replaced by new i’s, i > k, as γk+1 is rewritten; thus, dierent γj ’s (1  j  N)
will involve disjoint sets of portions of i’s. Thus the total search time to nd all the
right ends of left-sides of the rules is thus jγ1j+   + jγN j  j1j+   + jN j+ jxj. This
is bounded above by !1 +   + !N + jxj  2W (jxj). This complexity analysis has some
similarity with the proof of Theorem 2.2.9 of Book and Otto (1993); there R is nite,
however, which makes a great dierence.2
3. Innite Presentations of Monoids and Groups
In this section it is shown, roughly speaking, that every nitely generated monoid or
group with recursively enumerable word problem has an (innite) presentation hA : Ri
where R has low complexity, and in which the work distance is only polynomially bigger
than the complexity of the best algorithm (deterministic or nondeterministic). In this
section we consider only monoids (and groups).
The rst proposition gives a ner version of the trivial fact that a nitely generated
monoid or group has a recursively enumerable word problem i it has a presentation
hA : Ri where A is nite and R is recursively enumerable.
Proposition 3.1. (Recursively enumerable word problems) A nitely gener-
ated monoid S has a recursively enumerable word problem i S has a presentation hA : Ri
(which is a group presentation if S is a group) with A nite, such that the set of relations
R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages and R belongs to the
complexity class AC0.
Since every DCFL is in DTime(linear) (see Hopcroft and Ullman (1979)), R also
belongs to DTime(linear).
The second proposition is a renement of the known (and nontrivial) fact that a
nitely generated monoid has a decidable word problem i it has a presentation hA : Ri
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where A is nite, domR is decidable, and R is decidable and complete (i.e. confluent and
terminating). By \domR" we mean the set of all left-sides of R (the domain of R).
Proposition 3.2. (Decidable word problems) A nitely generated monoid S has
a decidable word problem i S has a complete presentation hA : Ri where A is nite,
the domain of R is recursive, and R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free
languages and belongs to the complexity class I/O-DTime(linear) \AC0.
The above proposition and the next one improve the previously mentioned result of
Madlener and Otto (1988, Theorems 3.5 and 4.2) about innite context-sensitive presen-
tations and the Grzegorczyk hierarchy ; it also gives a converse (which was not possible
in the formulation of Madlener and Otto (1988)). We still assume that time complexity
bounds are positive and superadditive (and total recursive).
Proposition 3.3. (Nondeterministic time-complexity of word problems) (a)
Let S be any nitely generated monoid or group. If the word problem of S is in NTime(T )
then S has a presentation hA : Ri (which is a group presentation if S is a group) with A
nite, such that R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages and be-
longs to the complexity class DTime(linear) \AC0; moreover the work distance of hA : Ri
is bounded above by O(T (:)2) (i.e. !(x; y)  c  T (jxj+ jyj)2 for all words x, y with x=
S
y,
where c > 1 is a constant).
(b) Conversely, let hA : Ri be a semigroup presentation of a monoid S with A nite
and R in DTime(linear), and such that the work distance is bounded above by a total
recursive function W . Then the word problem of S is in NTime(W ).
Proposition 3.3 immediately yields another characterization of the nondeterministic
time-complexity of the word problem of monoids; compare this with the characterization
in Birget (1998). Recall that T (:)O(1) denotes the set of all functions f for which there
exists a constant c > 0 such that f(n)  T (n)c (for all n).
Corollary 3.4. A nitely generated monoid S has its word problem in NTime(T (:)O(1))
i S has a presentation hA : Ri (which is a group presentation if S is a group) with A
nite, such that:
 the set of relations R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages,
and
 the work distance of hA : Ri is bounded above by some function in O(T (:)O(1)).
We can, in particular, characterize the class of word problems in NP:
A nitely generated monoid S has its word problem in NP i S has a presentation
hA : Ri (which is a group presentation if S is a group) such that A is nite, R is the
intersection of two deterministic context-free languages, and the work distance of hA : Ri
is bounded above by a polynomial.
For deterministic complexity we obtain a result that is weaker and more complicated.
Due to the close connections with the word problem and nondeterminism, it is more
dicult to nd tight general connections between the word problem and deterministic
time complexity.
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Proposition 3.5. (Deterministic time-complexity of word problems) (a) Let
S be a nitely generated monoid, given by a congruence 1 on A+1 , where A1 is nite.
Assume 1 has a representative function r1 in F-DTime(T ). Then S has a monoid
presentation hA : Ri with A nite, and with the following properties:
(1) R is confluent;
(2) for every z 2 A+ there is a left-most greedy derivation z ! r(z)with work O(T (jzj)2);
(3) the congruence of hA : Ri on A+ has a representative function r which belongs to
F-DTime(T ); we have A1  A and r agrees with r1 on A+1 ;
(4) the set of relations R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages
and belongs to the complexity class AC0;
(5) R is a total function (so the set of left-sides of rules in R is A+) and belongs to
I/O-DTime(linear).
If a reduction order 1 is dened on A+1 with respect to which r1 is the 1-minimum
representative function, then S has a monoid presentation hA : R0i with A nite,
and where R0 is complete; the above properties (1){(4) still hold, but (5) is replaced
by
(5’) R0 is a partial function belonging to I/O-DTime(T ); in particular, the set of left-
sides of R0 belongs to DTime(T ).
(b) Conversely, let hA : Ri be a presentation where A is nite and R is a partial
function which belongs to I/O-DTime(linear); assume that hA : Ri has a representative
function r such that for every x 2 A+, there is a left-most greedy derivation x ! r(x),
and the work of this derivation is  W (jxj), where W (:) is total recursive. Then the
representative function r belongs to F-DTime(O(W (:)3)).
The proofs of the \left-to-right" implications in the four propositions are based on
Craig’s trick (see Cohen (1989, p. 256), Hodges (1993, p. 269), and Craig (1953)).
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The right-to-left implication is straightforward. If the set
of relations R is in DTime(linear), or much more generally, if R is recursively enumerable,
then the word problem is also recursively enumerable.
Let us prove the harder left-to-right implication. Let S = hA1 : R1i be any monoid
or group presentation, where A1 is nite, and where R1 is recursively enumerable and
accepted by a one-tape Turing machine M; it will not matter here whether M is determin-
istic or nondeterministic. If the above is a group presentation, R1 is a subset of A1; if it is
a monoid presentation, R1 is a subset of A1A1. Let Γ be the alphabet of M (so A1  Γ)
and let Q be the state set of M; let ¢ and $ be the left, respectively right, endmarkers
on the tapes. A conguration of the machine M is a word in ¢ΓQΓ$ (see Appendix
A1 for details about Turing machines). The input belongs either to A1 (for groups), or
to A1  A1 (for monoids); in the latter case we represent the input (x; y) 2 A1  A1 by
the string x%y 2 (f%g [A1), where % is a new letter (=2 A1). The initial conguration
on input z (z 2 A1, or z = x%y, where (x; y) 2 A1  A1) has the form C0(z) = ¢q0z$.
An accepting computation of M on input z is a sequence of congurations of the form
C0(z);C1; : : : ;Ci;Ci+1; : : : ;Ct−1;Ct, where Ct is an accepting conguration, and Ci+1
follows from Ci by application of one transition of M (for all i, 0  i < t); we can as-
sume without loss of generality that all accepting computations have even length (i.e. t
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is even). We consider the following language:
L0 = fC0(z)rev#C1#Crev2 # : : :#C2i−1#Crev2i # : : :#Crevt : z 2 A1%A1; (or 2 A1);
and C0(z);C1; : : : ;Ct−1;Ct is an accepting computation of M on input zg:
Notation (:)rev indicates reversal of a string; # is a new letter. The congurations in
L0 are written alternatingly in reverse; we shall see that the purpose of this is to make
L0 the intersection of two DCFLs.
The alphabet of L0 is A2 = Q [ Γ [ f¢; $;#;%g.
Next, we consider the map  : A2 ! (Γ[f%g) which, rst, sends any word u1#u2 : : :
um−1#um (where ui does not contain #, 1  i  m) to urev1 and then erases all occur-
rences of ¢, $, and elements of Q. In particular,  sends an accepting computation on
input z to this input z; thus (L0) = R1.
We will use a new copy A002 of the alphabet A2;A
00
2 is in one-to-one correspondence
with A2 and disjoint from A2. For a word w 2 A2, the corresponding copy of w over
the new alphabet A002 is denoted by w
00 (obtained from w by replacing each letter in A2
by the corresponding letter in A002). Now we give a new presentation of S which has low
complexity.
We consider the monoid presentation hA : Ri where:
A = A002 [A1; and
R = f(x; yw00) : w 2 L0; (w) = x%y; (x; y) 2 R1g [ f(a00; 1) : a00 2 A002g:
Recall that (L0) = R1. Here 1 is the empty word.
If S is a group, we consider the group presentation hA : Ri where:
A = A002 [A1; and
R = f(w):w00 : w 2 L0g [ fa00 : a00 2 A002g:
Clearly, the new presentation hA : Ri is a presentation of the original monoid or group
S.
Let us analyse the complexity of R. The sets f(a00; 1) : a00 2 A002g and fa00 : a00 2 A002g
are nite, so they do not aect the complexity.
Claim. The sets L0; f(w):w00 : w 2 L0g, and f(x; yw00) : w 2 L0; (w) = x%y; (x; y) 2
R1g belong to DTime(linear) \ AC0. Moreover, the languages L0; f(w)  w00 : w 2 L0g,
and fx%yw00 : w 2 L0; (w) = x%y; (x; y) 2 R1g are each the intersection of two DCFLs.
(The third language is just R, in the monoid case, with (x; y) always replaced by x%y in
order to turn R into a set of strings.)
Proof of Claim. It is straightforward to give a linear-time deterministic algorithm for
checking that a string is a well-formed accepting computation of a Turing machine; the
algorithm just has to make sure that successive congurations are equal except for the
two letters surrounding the state symbol (where a transition is applied). See Section 8.6
in Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) for more details.
Regarding the AC0-property of L0: Equality of two strings (except for three symbols
near the position of the state symbol) can be checked by a constant-depth acyclic boolean
circuit with a linear number of gates; reversal of string is also easy to do in AC0. (See
also Birget (1996) where a very similar case is considered, and see van Leeuwen (1990)
for more on AC0.)
Section 8.6 in Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) shows that L0 is the intersection of two
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deterministic context-free languages. The same proof also applies to f(w) w00 : w 2 L0g
and to fx%yw00 : w 2 L0; (w) = x%y; (x; y) 2 R1g.2
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Here again, the right-to-left implication is easy. If a pre-
sentation is complete and if the set of relations and the set of left sides are decidable
then the word problem is decidable too.
For the main (left-to-right) implication, let S = hA1 : R2i be any presentation of the
monoid S with A1 nite. Let llex be the length-lexicographic order on A1 (words are
ordered rst by length, then equally long words are ordered lexicographically); this is a
reduction order (as dened in the Introduction). For each x 2 A1 let x be the minimum
element (with respect to llex) in the congruence class of x.
When S has a decidable word problem, the function u 2 A1 ! u 2 A1 is total
recursive. Therefore the set R1 = f(x; x) : x 2 A1; x 6= x, and every strict subsegment of
x is reducedg, is decidable. Clearly, hA1 : R1i is a presentation of S which is confluent
and terminating (it is obtained from f(x; x) : x 2 A1g by removing all \redundant rules",
see Sims (1994) and Epstein et al. (1992)).
Now we apply the construction of Proposition 3.1 to the semigroup presentation hA1 :
R1i. We obtain the monoid presentation hA : Ri of S where: A = A002 [ A1, and R =
f(x; xw00) : w 2 L0; (w) = x%x; (x; x) 2 R1g [ f(a00; 1) : a00 2 A002g. Here L0 is obtained
from a deterministic Turing machine M which, on input x, computes x and then checks
whether (x; x) 2 R1.
By the proof of Proposition 3.1, R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free
languages and R is in AC0. It is straightforward to check that the rewriting system R is
terminating and confluent. Moreover, since the Turing machine M for L0 is deterministic,
it is straightforward to check that R belongs also to I/O-DTime(linear).2
Proof of Proposition 3.3(a). Let S be a nitely generated monoid or group with
word problem in NTime(T ), with respect to a nite set of generators A1 and a con-
gruence . In the monoid case, we let R1 be the entire congruence relation . If S is
a group we let R1 be the congruence class of the empty word 1. Let M be a nondeter-
ministic Turing machine which decides the word problem of S in time  T (:). We apply
the construction given in the proof of Proposition 3.1 to this presentation hA1 : R1i
and to M. The construction will have to be slightly modied because M is a multi-tape
Turing machine (with k tapes): we represent a conguration of the multi-tape Turing
machine by one word as in the k-to-one tape conversion (Appendix A2). Next, the lan-
guage L0 is dened as in the proof of Proposition 3.1: L0 consists of words of the form
C0(z)rev#C1#Crev2 # : : :#C
rev
t , where each Ci is the one-tape representation of a con-
guration of the multi-tape machine M and Ci+1 follows from Ci by application of one
transition of M (for all i; 0  i < t). (Note we only use the conversion as a way to repre-
sent multi-tape congurations by single words; we keep the transitions of the multi-tape
machine M. Recall that a similar procedure was used in the proof of Theorem 2.1(a), the
\case of rational presentations".)
As in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we then obtain a presentation hA : Ri with A nite,
such that R is the intersection of two deterministic context-free languages and belongs
to the complexity class AC0. Moreover, we have:
Claim. The work distance in hA : Ri is  O(T (:)2).
Proof. Let x; y 2 A be two words that are equivalent with respect to hA : Ri. We
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prove that the work distance !(x; y) is  c  T (jxj + jyj)2 for monoid presentations; for
groups the proof is essentially the same.
Case 1: x and y contain letters of A1 only. Then x%y is accepted by the k-tape Turing
machine M, and there is an accepting computation C0(x%y);C1; : : : ;Ct−1;Ct of duration
t  T (jxj+ jyj). Note that every conguration (represented as a word, via the k-to-1 tape
conversion) has length jCij  t + 3, since the accepting conguration Ct has length 3
and since in time t the length of a tape can change by  t (the \3" comes from the two
endmarkers and the state symbol). So the word w = C0(x%y)rev#C1#Crev2 # : : :#C
rev
t
has length jwj  (t + 3)2  c  T (jxj + jyj)2, for some constant c. We now derive y
from x as follows: First, from x we go to yw00 (where w00 is the copy of w over the
alphabet A002), using the relation (x; yw
00); this is one step, but the corresponding work
is jxj+ jyj+ jwj  (c+ 1)  T (jxj+ jyj)2 (by the fact that T (n) > n for all n). Next, we
erase w00 using relations f(a00; 1) : a00 2 A002g, and this involves jwj  c T (jxj+ jyj)2 steps,
each with work 1. So the total work to derive y from x is  O(T (jxj+ jyj)2).
Case 2: x and y are arbitrary equivalent words over the alphabet A. This case is rst
reduced to Case 1: From x and y we derive words x1 and y1, with letters in A1 only;
this uses  jxj+ jyj erasing steps of the form a00 ! 1 (a00 2 A002), and each step has work
1. Next, as in Case 1, x1 derives y1 using work  O(T (jx1j+ jy1j)2)  O(T (jxj+ jyj)2).
Therefore, !(x; y)  jxj+ jyj+ O(T (jxj+ jyj)2)  O(T (jxj+ jyj)2) (the latter inequality
holds because T (n) > n for all n).2
Proof of Proposition 3.3(b): Here we assume that our monoids are given by semi-
group presentations (and the groups by group presentations); it is well known that a
monoid can be given a semigroup presentation (by adding a letter for the identity), and
this changes the work by a constant multiple at most.
Claim. Assume that the monoid S has a semigroup or group presentation hA : Ri such
that A is nite, R belongs to DTime(linear), and the work distance ! of hA : Ri is
bounded above by W (:). Then the word problem of S belongs to NTime(W ).
Proof. The proof of the claim is very similar to the proof of Proposition 3.4 of Birget
(1998) (the Converse of the Isoperimetric Embedding Theorem). To make this paper self-
contained, we include the proof. We only consider the case of a semigroup presentation;
the group case is similar (and easier). The proof is based on van Kampen diagrams. The
following notion, inspired directly from scheduling theory, will be useful:
The precedence graph  associated with a semigroup diagram K with boundary label
(x; y), is a directed acyclic atransitive graph (i.e. the Hasse diagram of a partial order).
The vertices of  are the K-cells, i.e. the bounded faces of the semigroup diagram K.
The -edges incident to a K-cell C with boundary label (u; v) are dened as follows: If
the cell is used in the direction u ! v (by Fact 3.1 of Birget (1998), this is uniquely
determined by K), then there is a -edge from C to each cell that has a K-edge in
common with the v-side of C. Similarly, there is a -edge into C from each cell that has
a K-edge in common with the u-side of C. The roots of  are the K-cells whose input
side is entirely contained in the input side (labeled by x) of K.
The precedence graph tells us the possible orders in which rules can be applied in any
derivation that corresponds to a given semigroup diagram.
(a) Turing machine construction: From hA : Ri we construct a nondeterministic Turing
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machine MR with two rubber tapes, which on input x#y (where x; y 2 A+ and # is a
new symbol, not in A) derives a word y1 from x, by repeatedly guessing relations 2 R
and positions where the relations are applied. The guessing is done nondeterministically;
only one rubber tape is used for this. Then x=
S
y i there exists such a nondeterministic
computation which turns x into y; thus, in this case the computation produces the word
y#y. At the end of the computation the machine veries that the output y1#y satises
y1 = y; the two tapes are used in order to do this verication in linear time. Obviously,
this machine correctly decides the word problem (nondeterministically) since it simulates
all possible derivations and cannot do anything else to a word.
We want to prove that if x=
S
y and !(x; y)  O(W (n)) with n = jxj + jyj, then the
Turing machine MR has at least one accepting computation on input x#y with time
complexity  c:W (n). Here c > 0 is a constant.
(b) A bound O(W (:)2): Let us rst prove that MR decides the word problem in time
 c:W (n)2. After that we will prove a sharper upper bound O(W (:)).
To carry out the rewriting itself the machine needs time  !(x; y). In addition, time
will be spent to check whether a guessed relation (; ) is indeed in R; this takes time
 c1  (jaj + jbj) for some constant c1, since R belongs to DTime(linear). Moreover, the
machine has to move its head to the place in the word (derived so far) where the next
relation is to be applied. The word derived at any moment and currently stored on the
tape, has length  !(x; y); the machine never needs to move farther than this on the
tape to nd the place where it will apply the next rule in the derivation, so the time
between successive rewrites is  !(x; y). This gives a total time  O(!(x; y)2), to which
one has to add time  O(jyj) for checking at the end of the computation (using two
tapes) that y1 = y. Since W (n)  n, we have jyj < W (jxj + jyj). This gives an upper
bound of O(W (:)2) for the time complexity of MR.
We will now show that MR also has accepting computations of duration O(W (:)).
Such computations will nondeterministically simulate certain derivations that minimize
the movement along the tape while moving to the next position where a rule should be
applied.
(c) Proof of the bound O(W (:)): The proof of this tight bound uses semigroup van
Kampen diagrams, and is based on the following simple fact: applying a rule u! v to a
word that contains u is equivalent to removing a cell labeled by (u; v) from the diagram
whose input boundary contains u. See Figure 2.
The general shape of a semigroup diagram is a \path of balls", as illustrated in Figure
1; recall that there can only be one source and one sink (see Higgins (1992), Remmers
(1980) and Birget (1998)). Let (x; y) be the boundary label of a semigroup diagram K.
By Proposition 1.1, K has  2W (n) edges, where n = jxj+ jyj. We nondeterministically
select the following computation of our Turing machine MR. In this computation MR
reads the input x from left to right until it arrives at a ball of the diagram; the time to
do this is a fraction of the length jxj, and this portion of the input will never be read
again (except in the very end, when the machine checks, in linear time, that y1 = y). (Of
course, MR does not \know" that it is at a ball; it just guesses this.) Now the machine
guesses a cell C of the ball, such that C has at least one edge on the outer boundary of
K at the current position of the head. If the cell C is a root of the precedence graph 
of K, then C can be removed by applying the relation u ! v which labels C (if C is a
root of  then the path labeled by u belongs to the input boundary of K, labeled by
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Figure 1. A typical semigroup diagram.
w2
w1
u
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Figure 2. Removal of a cell by application of a rule u! v.
x); see Figure 2. Since R belongs to DTime(linear), the cell C can be guessed in time
O(juj+ jvj).
If the currently visited cell C is not a root of the precedence graph , the machine
carries out a nondeterministic depth-rst search in , starting at C in the back-track
phase. More precisely, in the back-track phase MR moves right on the tape until it nds
a root; it removes this root cell (by applying the corresponding relation, as on Figure 2).
Then it moves left again (forward phase of the depth-rst search) as long as the cells it
sees along the outer boundary are roots of the diagram obtained thus far, and applies
the corresponding relations (thus removing these root cells). When the currently visited
cell is not a root (and if the cell C, from which the back-track search started, has not
been reached yet), the machine back-tracks again (by moving right until it nds a root
of the precedence graph ). Eventually, after several back-tracks and forward searches,
the cell C from which this search started will become a root (once all its predecessors in
the precedence graph are removed), and then C is removed.
The total time it took to remove C (from the start of the back-track at C, until the
removal of C), is proportional to the total work of the cells removed so far: Indeed all
the cells that touch the outer boundary and that are on the way from C to the left-most
root (that are predecessors of C in ) are removed in the process; so the movement of
the head, from the position of C to the position of this root, is bounded by the work
of the cells removed. Similarly, in any other back-track (from a cell to a root), the cells
visited on the way are eventually removed during that part of the search. Therefore, the
total time to remove the ball (thus replacing it by its output boundary, labeled by a
subsegment of y) is big-O of the number of edges of the removed ball.
When a ball has been removed the machine reads the next input portion until it reaches
the next ball, and starts removing this ball. Overall, the selected computation takes time
big-O of the number of edges of the diagram, and this is O(W (:)).2
Proof of Proposition 3.5 (a). Let M be a deterministic (multi-tape) Turing machine
with time-complexity T , which on input x computes the representative r1(x). As in the
proof of Proposition 3.1 and the other propositions, we dene the language L0:
L0 = fC0(x)rev#C1#Crev2 #C3# : : :#Crevt : x 2 A+1 ; and C0(x);C1;C2; : : : ;Ct
is the computation of M on input x, producing the output r1(x)g:
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The new presentation of the monoid S is dened as follows: We pick A = A1[A002 , where
A002 is exactly as in the proof of 3.1. The set of relations R is now dened as follows (where
the map  was dened in the proof of 3.1):
R = f(z; w00r1(x)) : z 2 A+;
x 2 A+1 is obtained from z by erasing all letters in A002 ,
w 2 L0 and x = (w)g
[f(a00; 1) : a00 2 A002g:
Complexity of R: As in the previous proofs, one checks that R is the intersection of
two deterministic context-free languages (when we write R as fz%w00r1(x) : : : :g); this
is based on the alternation between congurations and reverses of congurations. R also
belongs to AC0 since palindromes are in AC0. Since M is deterministic, R is a function;
moreover, R is a total function. It is straightforward to check that R belongs to I/O-
DTime(linear): by the determinism of M, one can deterministically generate w00r1(x)
on input z ; this takes time O(jw00r1(x)j) since w00r1(x) is just a description of the
computation of M.
The representative function r of the presentation hA : Ri is dened as follows: r(z)
is obtained by rst erasing all letters in A002 of z (call the new word (z)), and then
applying r1 to (z). This is indeed a representative function: First, any word z 2 A+
is equivalent to r(z), since r(z) is obtained from z by applying rules of R. Second, if z
and z0 are equivalent then r(z) = r(z0); this can be proved by induction on the length
of a derivation from z to z0: When zi ! zi+1 via a rule (a00; 1), then r(zi) = r(zi+1);
and when zi = usiv ! uw00r(si)v = zi+1 via a rule (si; w00r1(si)), then r(zi+1) =
r(uw00r1(si)v) = r1(uw00r1(si)v) = r1(ur1(si)v), since w00 is over A002 ; and the latter
is equal to r1((u)r1(si)(v)), since r1(si) contains no letter of A002 ; this now equals
r1((u)(si)(v)) since r1 is a representative function; the latter equals r1(usiv) = r(zi).
Let us look at left-most greedy derivations. Let z be a word in A+ such that x 6= r(x),
where x is obtained from z by erasing all letters in A002 . We have a left-most greedy
derivation z ! w00r1(x) ! r1(x), where the second part of the derivation consists of
erasing w00; the work of this derivation is jzj+ jr1(x)j+ 2jw00j = O(T (jzj)2).
Confluence: Any derivation  starting from a word z 2 A+ leads to some word z which
is equivalent to z in hA : Ri; thus r(z) = r(z). To z we can then apply the left-most
greedy derivation z
! r(z)(= r(z)); the result is r(z), for every .
Termination: if r1 is based on a reduction order 1 on A1: The monoid S is generated
by A = A1 [A002 as above, but the set of relations R0 is now dened as follows:
R0 = f(z; w00r1(x)) : z 2 A+; x 6= r1(x);
x 2 A+1 is obtained from z by erasing all letters in A002 ,
w 2 L0 and x = (w)g
[f(a00; 1) : a00 2 A002g:
So, the only change is that now we require x 6= r1(x) in the presentation; all the
previously proved properties can be proved again. Regarding the complexity of R0, the
property x 6= r1(x) can be checked by a deterministic pushdown automaton, since r1(x)
appears reversed in w; also, palindromes (and nonpalindromes) can be recognized by
AC0-circuits. However, R0 is not a total function; the domain of R0 (i.e. the left-sides of
all the rules) is fz : x 6= r1(x) where x is obtained from z by erasing all letters of A002g.
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Since r1 belongs to F-DTime(T ), the domain of R0 belongs to DTime(T ). Note that
now R0 is in I/O-DTime(T ) (instead of I/O-DTime(linear)), because when x is not in
the domain of R0 it takes time O(T (jxj)) on input x to decide that there is no output.
We extend 1 to a reduction quasi-order on A, by dening z  z0 i [either x <1 x0, or
x = x0 and jzj  jz0j]; here x and x0 are obtained from z, respectively z0, by erasing all the
letters in A002 . This denes a quasi-order (reflexive and transitive, but not antisymmetric);
it is clearly compatible with concatenation; moreover there are no innite descending
chains. Every rule of R causes a strict decrease in this reduction quasi-order (here we use
the fact that x 6= r1(x) in the rules); thus, the rewrite system is terminating.2
Proof of Proposition 3.5(b). We consider a deterministic Turing machine which,
in a straightforward way, simulates the left-most greedy derivation on a string x, that
produces r(x). This derivation is unique since R is a function.
In order to apply a rule to the string z derived so far, the machine must nd the left-
most and longest subsegment of z which is the left-side of a rule. The machine does this
as follows: it has two pointers (which are just new letters) on the tape which contains z;
initially the pointers are at the ends of z. The machine checks whether the subsegment
of z between the pointers is a left-side of a rule; if it is not, the right pointer is moved
left one step, and the new subsegment is checked. This goes on until a left-side of a rule
is found, or the right pointer reaches the left pointer. In the latter case, the left pointer
is moved one step to the right, and the right pointer goes back all the way to the right
end of z. Now the procedure starts over. This way, all subsegments are examined in the
left-rst greedy order, until a left-side of a rule is found.
Looking at all possible subsegments of z takes time O(jzj2) = O(W (jxj)2) (the last
relation holds because jzj W (jxj)+jxj, since z was derived from x). For each subsegment
of z considered, we run the machine for R in order to produce the corresponding right-
side of a rule (if no right side exists, we will look at other subsegments). By the time
complexity assumption on R it takes time O(juj+ jvj) to compute v from u when (u; v)
is a rule; and when there is no rule with left-side u it takes time O(juj) to nd this out.
Thus, the total time it takes to check subsegments of z that are not left-sides of rules, is
O(jzj2) = O(W (jxj)2). Thus (letting d stand for the length of the derivation, and letting
(ui; vi) denote the rule applied at the ith step in the derivation), the total time of the
simulation will be:
P
1id(O(W (jxj)2) + O(juij+ jvij)) = O(d W (jxj)2) + O(W (jxj)) =
O(W (jxj)3) (the latter holds since d W (jxj)).
4. Discussion
The embedding in the results of Section 2 is necessary in general. Indeed, Kobayashi
(1995) proved recently that there exist nitely presented monoids in which the word
problem is decidable, but that have no complete presentation in which the set of left sides
of the rules is regular.
4.1. open problems
A problem from Bauer (1981) (see also Otto (1989)):
Can every nitely generated (semi)group with decidable word problem be embedded into
a (semi)group with a nite complete presentation ?
The most likely answer (to me) is that this is not true. If it were true, there would
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also be the question of whether the relation between derivation work and deterministic
complexity could be polynomial (as in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3). (However for term
rewriting there are results in the positive direction, see Meseguer and Goguen (1985) and
Bergstra and Tucker (1979).)
It is clear that if a congruence on A+ (with A nite) has a representative function
in F-DTime(T ) then the word problem is in DTime(T ). What about the converse? A
natural, negative conjecture is:
There are nitely presented semigroups in which the word problem is in P (deterministic
polynomial time), but that have no representative function belonging to F-DTime(nk),
for any k.
Intuitive motivation for the conjecture: Compare this with the optimization problems
(e.g. the Traveling Salesman Problem) where the problem of nding an optimal solution
is conjectured to be of \higher complexity" than the corresponding decision problem.
Can the results from Section 3 be improved so that R belongs to F-DTime(linear), or
at least F-DTime(polynomial), while keeping the derivation work polynomially bounded
by T? In Section 3 we only have I/O-DTime(linear).
Appendix
A1. turing machines, notation and definitions
In this paper we use the same Turing machine model as in the standard textbook
(Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979), except for the treatment of the innite blank part of the
tapes. We often use k-tape Turing machines (k  1), but we only need detailed notation
for one-tape machines. A one-tape Turing machine is a structure M = (Q;;Γ; ¢; $; ,
q0;F), where Q is the set of states,  is the input alphabet, Γ is the total alphabet
(such that   Γ); ¢ and $ is the left, respectively right, endmarker symbol (¢ and
$ do not belong to Γ); q0(2 Q) is the start state, F( Q) is the set of accept states;
all these sets are nite. Finally,  is a set of transitions of the form (q; b) ! (q0; c; ),
where q; q0 2 Q;b; c 2 Γ [ f¢; $g [ Γ$;  2 f−1;+1g. The meaning of a transition will be
explained shortly.
Every tape is divided into cells, each of which holds one letter of Γ (except for the
leftmost cell, which holds ¢, and the rightmost cell, which holds $). Note that in this
version of a Turing machine all tapes are nite at any moment; there is no \blank
symbol". (In connection with the word problem, the usual view of the Turing machine
tape as innite but mostly blank, is not convenient.)
The head points to a cell. A conguration is of the form ¢upv$, where p is the current
state, ¢uv$ 2 ¢Γ$ is the current content of the tape, and the position of p between u
and v indicates that the head points to the left-most letter of v (or to $ if v is empty, or
to ¢). For this notation to be unambiguous we must assume that Q and Γ are disjoint.
An initial conguration on input w 2  is of the form ¢q0w$. We can (and will) assume
that congurations of the form p¢v$ never occur: this can be done by adding new letters
to the total alphabet Γ and by adding transitions on these new letters that make sure
that ¢ is never reached.
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Types of transitions (q;b)! (q0; c; ) and their effect
 Right shifts: (q;b)! (q0; c;+1), with b; c 2 Γ[f¢g. When this transition is applied
to ¢uqv$ = ¢uqbv0$, the next conguration is ¢ucq0v0$. This transition is not
applicable to other congurations.
 Left shifts: (q;b)! (q0; c;−1), with b; c 2 Γ [ f$g. When this transition is applied
to ¢uqv$ = ¢u0aqbv0$, the next conguration is ¢u0q0acv0$; we assume u = u0a is
nonempty (since we do not allow congurations of the form Q¢Γ$).
 Insertions: (q; $)! (q0; c$;−1), with c 2 Γ. When this transition is applied to ¢uq$
the next conguration is ¢uq0c$.
 Deletions: (q; c$) ! (q0; c$;+1), with c 2 Γ. When this transition is applied to
¢uqc$ the next conguration is ¢uq0$.
A machine is called deterministic if in every conguration, at most one transition is
applicable. A pair of transitions consisting of a left shift followed by a right shift (or a
right shift followed by a left shift) is called a turn. A one-tape Turing machine is called
sweeping i it only makes turns at the endmarkers ¢ and $.
In this paper we always assume that the start state q0 is a source (there is no transitions
that leads to q0), that there is only one accept state, and that this accept state is a sink
(there is no transition out of this state).
A2. reduction of many tapes to one tape
Theorem. Any nondeterministic (or deterministic) multi-tape Turing machine with time
complexity T(.) and space complexity S(.) is equivalent to a one-tape nondeterministic
(resp. deterministic) Turing machine whose time complexity is  O(T (n) maxfn; S(n)g)
 O(T (n)2), and whose space complexity is  maxfn; S(n)g  T (n). Moreover, the new
one-tape machine is a sweeping machine.
For a proof see Hopcroft and Ullman (1979, Sections 7.5 and 12.2). The fact that
we use nite tapes, and the fact that we want the constructed one-tape machine to be
sweeping, leads only to trivial changes in the proof.
A3. universally halting Turing machines and time complexity
We prove a new version of the theorem of Davis (1956), with preservation of time
complexity.
Theorem. Let M be a deterministic Turing machine with time complexity  T (where
T is a total function). Then M is equivalent to a deterministic Turing machine M0 that
always halts after  O(T (jCj)) steps, no matter what conguration C the machine M0
starts in.
M is also equivalent to a deterministic one-tape Turing machine M01 that always halts
after  O(T (jCj)2) steps, no matter what conguration C the machine M01 starts in.
Moreover, in a rejecting conguration the tape is empty. And in an accepting computation
with input x and output y, every conguration has length at least 3 + minfjxj; jyjg.
Proof. Let M = (Q;;Γ; ¢; $; ; q0; qf) be a deterministic (multi-tape) Turing machine;
we assume that the start state q0 is a source, and that there is only one accept state. An
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input conguration is of the form ¢q0w$, with all other tapes blank, where w is a word
over the input alphabet . Let T be the time-complexity bound of M (when started in
input congurations). We will present the proof for the case where M is an acceptor, but
the same proof applies to input{output machines.
We add an additional tape to M, called the history tape because on this tape we record
every transition M makes; on the other tapes the transitions are executed as before.
This additional record-keeping multiplies the time-complexity by a constant only, as we
shall see. We call the new machine Mh. The history that is recorded has the following
purpose: it enables Mh to reverse a computation of M (deterministically, and with just a
linear increase in time-complexity), in order to check whether the present conguration
is reachable from an input conguration. 2
[Remark: In an arbitrary conguration of Mh (not necessarily one reached by starting
Mh in an input conguration), the content of the history tape can be any sequence of
transitions; such a \history" will usually not reflect any well-formed computation. An
attempt to reverse such a \history" will usually run into inconsistencies; i.e. the history
will provide a transition which could not have been applied before the conguration being
considered.]
Based on the machine Mh we will rst construct a universally halting Turing machine
M00 which halts after O(T (jCj)2) steps when it starts in any conguration C. After that
we will modify M00 to achieve time-complexity O(T (jCj)).
The machine M00 has a few additional tapes and executes the following loop:
(1) simulate Mh for a xed number (say ve) of steps, or until a halting conguration
of M is reached (whichever comes rst);
(2) by using the history of M recorded by Mh, run M (not Mh) in reverse (without alter-
ing the recorded history) until the beginning of the history, or until an inconsistency
is discovered in the history;
(3) if the last conguration reached during the reverse execution of the history is not
an input conguration of M, or if an inconsistency was discovered, M00 rejects and
halts;
else (if this last conguration reached is an input conguration of M), M00 starts
a new loop (i.e. the head of the history tape is brought back to the right end, the
history tape is updated, and the tapes of M00 used to carry out the reverse execution
of the recorded history, are erased); however, if in step (1) a halting conguration
of M was reached, M00 will halt, thus exiting the loop.
Let us check that the time complexity of M00, starting with any conguration C of M00,
is O(T (jC)2).
The time to execute one loop, beginning with a conguration Ci of M00, is O(jCij);
indeed, to execute ve steps of Mh takes constant time; to execute one transition in the
history also takes constant time; and the length of the history contained in conguration
Ci is  jCij. If the history corresponds to a well-formed computation of M, starting in an
input conguration with input w, then jCij  O(T (jwj)); so in this case one loop takes
time O(T (jwj)).
If the history in C is inconsistent or does not lead (when executed in reverse) to an
input conguration of M, then the very rst loop will lead to rejection; and the time to
execute a loop is O(jCj), i.e. linear time.
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Let us now assume that the history corresponds to a well-formed computation of M,
starting with an input conguration with input w. The length of w satises
jwj  (length of the history) + (length of the current conguration of M).
Indeed, the letters of w that were not erased are still in the current conguration of M,
and each letter erased is represented in the history by a letter-deleting transition. Thus
jwj  jCj. Then M00 will execute the loop at most O(T (jwj))( O(T (jCj))) times. Each
loop takes time O(T (jwj)), as we saw for this case. So the total time is O(T (jCj)2).
Let us now modify M00 to obtain a machine M0 with time complexity O(T (jCj)) start-
ing with any conguration C of M0. The machine M0 also executes a loop similar to M00;
however to speed up the loop, steps (1) and (2) form two parallel processes. The paral-
lelism is implemented by letting the two processes execute on two dierent sets of tapes
(including two history tapes).
M0 executes the following loop, with (1) and (2) running in parallel:
Process (1): simulate Mh until a halting conguration of M is reached, or until
process (2) rejects, or until process (2) stops process (1); the history is constantly
updated on the right end of the history tape;
Process (2): using the history of M, run M (not Mh) in reverse until the beginning
of the history, or until an inconsistency is discovered in the history; the head on
the history tape of process (2) keeps moving left (which corresponds to going back
in time);
if the very last conguration reached (during the reverse execution of the history)
is not an input conguration of M, or if an inconsistency was discovered, then M0
rejects and halts;
else (if an input conguration of M is found), M0 prepares for starting a new loop:
the tapes of process (2) used for carrying out the reverse execution are erased,
process (1) is stopped, and the head on the history tape of process (2) is brought
back to the right end, while the updated history is copied from the history tape of
process (1) to the history tape of process (2);
now a new loop is started (unless process (1) found a halting conguration of M,
in which case M0 will halt, thus exiting the loop).
Let us check that the time-complexity of M0, starting with any conguration C of M0,
is O(T (jCj)).
Again, if the starting conguration C is such that the history record in C is inconsistent
or does not lead (when executed in reverse) to an input conguration of M, then the very
rst loop will lead to rejection; and the time to execute that loop is O(jCj). So we can
assume now that the history corresponds to a well-formed computation of M, starting
with an input conguration with input w. The length of w is  jCj, for the same reason
as before (for M00). In this situation, M0 just simulates M in process (1) (while process (2)
executes in parallel). Process (1) is stopped while process (2) updates its history tape;
process (1) is then idle for as long as the length of its history tape. More precisely, let
ti be the running time of process (1) in the ith run of the loop. Since we deal with a
well-formed computation of M on input w, the total running time of process (1) (ignoring
its idle times) is
P
1im ti  T (jwj), for some number m. The duration of the jth run
of the loop is the running time of process (1) (namely tj), plus the length of the history
after j loops (and this is the sum of the past running times of process (1)); thus, the
duration of the jth run of the loop is tj +
P
1ij ti. Moreover, if loop j + 1 is not
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the last loop, we have tj+1 =
P
1ij ti since in its next run, process (1) will not be
stopped by process (2) until the whole history has been executed (in reverse). Thus
the duration of the jth run of the loop is tj + tj+1, hence the total duration of all the
runs of the loop is  P1im(tj + tj+1)  2T (jwj). So the time-complexity of M0 is
O(maxfjCj; T (jwj)g)  O(T (jCj)).
If we want all tapes (except the output tape) to be empty at the end of any computa-
tion, we can achieve this very simply; we may assume that M already erases its tapes at
the end of any computation. At the end of every computation (accepting or rejecting),
we just let M0 enter an erasing state in which it erases the history tape; this takes time
 jCej  O(T (jCj)), no matter what conguration Ce the machine is in when the erasing
starts.
Finally, to obtain the result about one-tape machines of Theorem 1.3, we show the
following claim.
Claim. Let M0 be a deterministic k-tape Turing machine which is universally halting, and
has time-complexity  T (jCj) when started in any conguration C. Then the one-tape
machine M01 obtained by the k-to-one tape conversion (Appendix A2) is also universally
halting, and has time-complexity  O(T (jC1j)2) when started in any conguration C1.
Proof of the Claim. M01 has two kinds of congurations.
(1) A conguration C1 of M01 may describe a conguration of M
0, or may be reachable
(by transitions of M01) from such a conguration. Then the computation of M
0
1 that starts
with C1 is a simulation of a computation of M0. Thus, by the universal complexity bound
of M0, this computation of M01 will take time O(T (jC1j)2).
(2) A conguration C1 might not be reachable from any conguration of M01 that
describes a conguration of M0. We claim that in this case, M01 will notice that it is not
simulating M0, after at most two sweeps (i.e. time  2  jC1j), and halt at that moment.
Recall ((Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979, Section 7.5)) that if a conguration of M01 rep-
resents a conguration of the k-tape machine M0, it has ¢ at the left end, $ at the right
end, and inbetween, the tape is subdivided length-wise into tracks (i.e. the alphabet here
consists of k-tuples of letters of M0 written as columns). In a track we also use the \blank"
symbol # to pad a track, since some tapes of M0 may be longer than others. Moreover,
on each track there is one position which is \underlined" to indicate the position of the
head on this simulated tape. M01 simulates one transition of M
0 by two sweeps.
Any conguration has to use the correct alphabet (corresponding to the simulated
tapes), otherwise it is not a conguration of M01 at all.
If the padding blanks \#" are not at the right end of each track, M01 will recognize
this after at most two sweeps (i.e. after  2  jC1j steps) and halt (because no transition
of M01 will be dened).
If all the tracks have the correct padding arrangement, but the underlining representing
the head positions are incorrect (i.e. some track has two or more underlinings or has none)
then, again M01 will recognize this after at most two sweeps.
If the padding and underlining are correct (i.e. the tape of M01 represents the tapes
of a conguration of M0), the current control state of M01 could be inconsistent with the
tape content: the state could erroneously remember that some underlined positions have
already been seen in the current sweep (although, according to the position and direction
of the head of M01, they have not), or that some underlined positions have not yet been
seen in this sweep (but they have been seen, according to the position and direction of
the head of M01), or the state remembers the wrong letters at the underlined positions. In
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all these cases, M01 will notice these inconsistencies within two sweeps, and halt in that
case.
The last property, that in a rejecting conguration the tape is empty, is easy to obtain:
we simply modify the Turing machine so that before halting it erases all tapes (except the
output, when the output is valid). And to make sure that in an accepting computation
with input x and output y, every conguration is at least as long as 3 + minfjxj; jyjg, we
just have to change the Turing machine so that it never erases the input (except at the
end, when the output has been written).
The \3 +   " comes from the two endmarkers and the state in the conguration.2
A4. on the complexity of rational relations
Proposition (1) (A version of Eilenberg’s cross-section theorem) If R is a rational
subset of A  B then there exists a rational partial function f : A ! B which is a
cross section of R (i.e. for every x in the domain of R; (x; (x)f) exists and belongs to R;
equivalently, domR = domf and f  R).
(2) Every rational partial function f such that (1)f = 1, belongs to F-DTime(linear).
Proof. For (1), which is a fundamental theorem, see Eilenberg (1974, Prop. IX.8.2).
Part (2) follows directly from another important classical theorem (Elgot and Mezei
(1965) decomposition theorem; see also Berstel (1979, Theorem IV.5.2)):
A partial function f : A ! B with (1)f = 1 is rational i f can be written as
a composition (:)f = (:) where (:) : A ! P is a nite-state sequential length-
preserving total function, and (:) :
P ! B is a nite-state reverse-sequential partial
function (i.e. the function x! (xrev)rev is nite-state sequential).
Our proposition follows easily now. Given a rational partial function (:)f = (:), we
construct a deterministic Turing machine which on input x rst computes (x). For this
we just simulate a deterministic length-preserving sequential machine; in the process, x
is read from left to right and replaced by (x). Next, the Turing machine moves left while
reading (x), and simulates a deterministic sequential machine which then produces the
output (x).2
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